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Abstract. We study transverse stability and instability of one-dimensional small-amplitude
periodic traveling waves of a generalized Kadomtsev-Petviashvili equation with respect to
two-dimensional perturbations, which are either periodic or square-integrable in the direction of the propagation of the underlying one-dimensional wave and periodic in the transverse
direction. We obtain transverse instability results in KP-fKdV, KP-ILW, and KP-Whitham
equations. Moreover, assuming the spectral stability of one-dimensional wave with respect
to one-dimensional square-integrable periodic perturbations, we obtain transverse stability
results in aforementioned equations.

1. Introduction
We propose the generalized Kadomtsev-Petviashvili (gKP) equation
(1.1)

put ` Mux ´ uux qx ` σuyy “ 0,

in which upx, y, tq depends upon the spatial variables x, y P R, and the temporal variable
t P R, M is a multiplier operator given by the symbol mpkq as
(1.2)

y pkq “ mpkqfppkq,
Mf

and σ is equal to either 1 or ´1. We make following assumptions on mpkq.
Hypothesis 1.1. The multiplier symbol mpkq in (1.2) should satisfy the following.
H1. m is real valued, even and without loss of generality, mp0q “ 1,
H2. C1 k α ď mpkq ď C2 k α , k ąą 1 , α ě ´1 and for some C1 , C2 ą 0,
H3. m is strictly monotonic for k ą 0.
Hypotheses H1 and H2 are essential for the proof of the existence of periodic traveling
waves, which we discuss later in this section, while H3 is required for stability analysis done
in Sections 3 and 4.
Models. The gKP equation (1.1) is a generalization to the Kadomtsev-Petviashvili (KP)
equation [KP70]
(1.3)

put ´ uxxx ´ uux qx ` σuyy “ 0,

where M “ ´Bx2 . The KP equation is a natural extension to two spatial dimensions of the
well-known Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) equation
(1.4)

ut ´ uxxx ´ uux “ 0.
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The KP equation (1.3) with σ “ ´1 (negative dispersion) is called the KP-II equation,
whereas the one with σ “ 1 (positive dispersion) is called the KP-I equation. Along the
same lines, the gKP equation can be thought of as an extension to two spatial dimensions
of the equation
(1.5)

ut ` Mux ´ uux “ 0.

The gKP equation in the form (1.1) first appears in [Sau95] where the existence and properties of its localized solitary waves were studied. For different values of M or mpkq, (1.5)
reduces to various well-known equations like mpkq “ 1 ` |k|β (β ą 1q is the Fractional KdV
(fKdV) equation, mpkq “ 1 ` |k| is the Benjamin-Ono (BO)
a equation, mpkq “ k coth k is
the Intermediate Long wave (ILW) equation anda
mpkq “ tanh k{k is the Whitham equaβ
tion. For mpkq “ 1 ` |k| , 1 ` |k|, k coth k, and tanh k{k, we name the gKP equation as
KP-fKdV, KP-BO, KP-ILW, and KP-Whitham, respectively. We add -I or -II to the name
if σ “ 1 or ´1, respectively.
Dispersion relation. Assuming a plane-wave solution of the form
upx, tq “ eipkx´ωt``yq
for the linear part
put ` Mux qx ` σuyy “ 0
of the gKP equation (1.1), we arrive at the dispersion relation given by the phase velocity
ω
`2
“ mpkq ` σ 2 .
k
k
From (1.6), we observe that phase velocity vp is monotonic if σ “ 1 and m is decreasing or
σ “ ´1 and m is increasing, while in other two combinations it changes its behavior along
local extremum.
(1.6)

vp pkq “

Small amplitude periodic traveling waves. Seeking y-independent traveling wave solution of (1.1) of the form upx, y, tq “ U px ´ ctq, where c P R is the speed of propagation,
then U satisfies the following
1

p´cU 1 ` MU 1 ´ U U 1 q “ 0.
Integrating this, we get
U2
` b ` dx,
2
in which b and d are arbitrary constants. Since we are interested in periodic solutions, we
can set d “ 0 and the equation becomes
MU “ cU `

U2
` b.
2
Let U be a 2π{k-periodic function in x. Then, wpzq :“ U pxq with z :“ kx is a 2π-periodic
function in z. For each k ą 0, a family of small amplitude 2π-periodic and smooth solutions
(1.7)

MU “ cU `
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wpk, a, bqpzq exists at c “ cpk, a, bq, see [HJ15, Proposition 2.2] for more details. Moreover,
(1.8)
#
wpk, a, bqpzq “p1 ´ mpkqqb ` a cos z ` a2 pA0 ` A2 cos 2zq ` a3 A3 cos 3z ` Opa4 ` ab ` b2 q,
cpk, a, bq “mpkq ´ p1 ´ mpkqqb ` a2 c2 ` Opa4 ` ab ` b2 q,
where
(1.9)
A0 “

1
,
4p1 ´ mpkqq

A2 “

1
,
4pmp2kq ´ mpkqq

A3 “

A2
A2
and c2 “ ´A0 ´ .
2pmp3kq ´ mpkqq
2

Hypotheses 1.1 H1 and H2 are used to prove the existence of wpk, a, bqpzq and cpk, a, bq,
see [HJ15, Proposition 2.2] for the proof. Starting now, we denote wpk, a, bq and cpk, a, bq as
w and c respectively.
Transverse instability. Clearly, a solution of (1.5) is a y-independent solution of the gKP
equation (1.1). The stability (or instability) of such a one-dimensional solution of (1.1) with
respect to perturbations which are two-dimensional is generally termed as transverse stability
(or instability).˚ The transverse instability of solitary waves of the KdV in the KP equation
was first conducted by Kadomtsev, and Petviashvili [KP70], where it was found that such
solutions are stable to transverse perturbations in the case of negative dispersion pσ “ ´1q,
while they are unstable to long-wavelength transverse perturbations in the case of positive
dispersion (σ “ 1) even though they are stable in the corresponding one-dimensional problem. The transverse stability of cnoidal wave solutions of KdV in the KP equation has been
studied in [Spe88] where authors obtain some instability results for KP-I equation and prove
transverse stability for KP-II equation. Johnson and Zumbrun [JZ10] have studied transverse
instability of periodic waves for the KP-gKdV equation, with respect to periodic perturbations in the direction of propagation and of long wavelength in the transverse direction. They
have constructed an orientation index by comparing the low and high-frequency behavior
of the periodic Evans functions. Mariana Haragus [Har11] has also studied the transverse
stability of KP-KdV equations, but the author restricted to the case of small periodic waves
and considered transverse stability for more general perturbations for the KP-KdV equation.
Recently in [HLP17], authors have proved transverse spectral stability of one-dimensional
periodic traveling waves of KP-II equation with respect to two-dimensional perturbations
which are bounded in the direction of propagation of wave. Transverse instability of periodic waves of KP-I and Schrödinger equations have been studied in [HSS12]. Transverse
instability of solitary wave solutions of various water-wave models have also been explored
by several authors, see [GHS01, PS04, RT09, RT11].
In this article, we study transverse spectral stability of y-independent solution upx, y, tq “
wpkpx ´ ctqq, where w and c are given in (1.8), of (1.1) with respect to two-dimensional
perturbations which are either periodic or non-periodic in the x-direction and always periodic
in the y-direction. If the perturbation is periodic in the x-direction then it is co-periodic with
the solution. If the perturbation is non-periodic in the x-direction then it is square-integrable
˚

The definition of transverse stability can be different in different articles depending on what is the nature
of underlying stability analysis, for example, orbital or spectral stability.
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on the whole real line. The periodic nature of the perturbation in the y-direction is classified
into two categories: short or finite wavelength and long-wavelength perturbations.
Our main results are following theorems depicting the transverse stability and instability
of small amplitude periodic traveling waves (1.8) of (1.1) depending upon the nature of the
two-dimensional perturbation in x- and y-directions.
Theorem 1.2 (Transverse stability). Assume that small amplitude periodic traveling waves
(1.8) of (1.1) are spectrally stable in L2 pTq as a solution of the corresponding y-independent
one-dimensional equation. Then, for any a sufficiently small, k ą 0, and m satisfying
Hypotheses 1.1, periodic traveling waves (1.8) of (1.1) are transversely stable with respect to
two-dimensional perturbations which are periodic in the direction of propagation of the wave
and of
(1) finite and short wavelength in the transverse direction if σ “ 1 with monotonically
increasing mpkq and σ “ ´1 with monotonically decreasing mpkq.
(2) long wavelength in the transverse direction if σ “ 1 with monotonically decreasing
mpkq and σ “ ´1 with monotonically increasing mpkq.
Theorem 1.3 (Transverse instability). For any a sufficiently small, k ą 0, and m satisfying
Hypotheses 1.1, periodic traveling waves (1.8) of (1.1) are transversely unstable with respect
to two-dimensional perturbations which are
(1) periodic in the direction of propagation of the wave and of long wavelength in the
transverse direction if σ “ 1 with monotonically increasing mpkq and σ “ ´1 with
monotonically decreasing mpkq.
(2) non-periodic (localized or bounded) in the direction of propagation of the wave and of
finite wavelength in the transverse direction if σ “ 1 with monotonically increasing
mpkq and σ “ ´1 with monotonically decreasing mpkq.
Consequently, by applying these theorems, we obtain transverse stability and instability results for KP-fKdV-I, KP-fKdV-II, KP-ILW-I, KP-ILW-II, KP-Whitham-I, and KPWhitham-II equations conditioned on the spectral stability of periodic traveling waves with
respect to one-dimensional perturbations.
Corollary 1.4 (Transverse stability vs. instability of KP-fKdV). For any a sufficiently
small and k ą 0,
(1) (a) periodic traveling waves (1.8) of the KP-fKdV-I equation are transversely stable
with respect to two-dimensional perturbations, which are periodic in the direction
of propagation of the wave and of finite and short wavelength in the transverse
direction.
(b) periodic traveling waves (1.8) of the KP-fKdV-II equation are transversely stable
with respect to two-dimensional perturbations, which are periodic in the direction
of propagation of the wave and of long wavelength in the transverse direction.
(2) periodic traveling waves (1.8) of KP-fKdV-I equation are transversely unstable with
respect to two-dimensional perturbations, which are
(a) periodic in the direction of propagation of the wave and of long-wavelength in
the transverse direction, and
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(b) non-periodic in the direction of propagation of the wave and of finite wavelength
in the transverse direction.
Corollary 1.5 (Transverse stability vs. instability of KP-ILW). For any a sufficiently small
and k ą 0,
(1) (a) periodic traveling waves (1.8) of the KP-ILW-I equation are transversely stable
with respect to two-dimensional perturbations, which are periodic in the direction
of propagation of the wave and of finite and short wavelength in the transverse
direction.
(b) periodic traveling waves (1.8) of the KP-ILW-II equation are transversely stable
with respect to two-dimensional perturbations, which are periodic in the direction
of propagation of the wave and of long wavelength in the transverse direction.
(2) periodic traveling waves (1.8) of KP-ILW-I equation are transversely unstable with
respect to two-dimensional perturbations, which are
(a) periodic in the direction of propagation of the wave and of long-wavelength in
the transverse direction, and
(b) non-periodic in the direction of propagation of the wave and of finite wavelength
in the transverse direction.
Corollary 1.6 (Transverse stability vs. instability of KP-Whitham). For any a sufficiently
small and k ą 0,
(1) (a) periodic traveling waves (1.8) of the KP-Whitham-II equation are transversely
stable with respect to two-dimensional perturbations, which are periodic in the
direction of propagation of the wave and of finite and short wavelength in the
transverse direction.
(b) periodic traveling waves (1.8) of the KP-Whitham-I equation are transversely
stable with respect to two-dimensional perturbations, which are periodic in the
direction of propagation of the wave and of long wavelength in the transverse
direction.
(2) periodic traveling waves (1.8) of KP-Whitham-II equation are transversely unstable
with respect to two-dimensional perturbations, which are
(a) periodic in the direction of propagation of the wave and of long-wavelength in
the transverse direction, and
(b) non-periodic in the direction of propagation of the wave and of finite wavelength
in the transverse direction.
In Section 2, we linearize the equation and formulate the problem. In Sections 3 and 4,
we provide transverse instability analysis that is required to prove our main results, the
aforementioned theorems 1.2 and 1.3. Further, in Section 5, we prove these theorems and
discuss their applications for KP-fKdV, KP-BO, KP-ILW, and KP-Whitham equations.
Notations. The following notations are going to be used throughout the article. Here,
L2 pRq denotes the set of real or complex-valued, Lebesgue measurable functions over R such
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that

´ż
}f }L2 pRq “

|f pxq|2 dx

¯1{2
ă `8

R

and, L2 pTq denote the space of 2π-periodic, measurable, real or complex-valued functions
over R such that
´ 1 ż 2π
¯1{2
}f }L2 pTq “
|f pxq|2 dx
ă `8.
2π 0
The space Cb pRq consists of all bounded continuous functions on R, normed with
}f } “ sup |f pxq|.
xPR
s

For s P R, let H pRq consists of tempered distributions such that
ˆż
˙ 12
2 s ˆ
2
p1 ` |t| q |f ptq| dt
}f }H s pRq “
ă `8
R

and
H s pTq “ tf P H s pRq : f is 2π-periodicu.
We define L2 pTq-inner product as
ż
ÿ
1 2π
(1.10)
xf, gy “
f pzqgpzq dz “
fpn gpn ,
2π 0
nPZ

σ

where fpn are Fourier coefficients of the function f defined by
ż
1 2π
p
fn “
f pzqeinz dz.
2π 0
Throughout the article, <pλq represents the real part of λ P C. Further, since the value of
σ and monotonic nature of the symbol m in (1.2) appear numerous times, so we use the
shorthand notation in Table 1 for them.
m
Increasing Decreasing
1
p1, Òq
p1, Óq
´1
p´1, Òq
p´1, Óq

Table 1. Notations for different values of σ and monotonic nature of m.
2. Linearization
Linearizing the gKP equation (1.1) about its one-dimensional periodic traveling wave w
in (1.8) and using change of variables, abusing notation, x Ñ kz, t Ñ kt, and y Ñ ky, we
arrive at
(2.1)

vtz ´ cvzz ` Mk vzz ´ pwvqzz ` σvyy “ 0,

For vpz, y, tq “ eλt`i`y V pzq, we obtain
λVz ´ cVzz ` Mk Vzz ´ pwV qzz ´ σ`2 V “ 0.
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which can be rewritten as
(2.2)

Ta pλ, `qV :“ pλBz ´ Bz2 pc ´ Mk ` wq ´ σ`2 qV “ 0

We assume that 2π{k-periodic traveling wave solution upx, y, tq “ wpkpx ´ ctqq of (1.1) is a
stable solution of the one-dimensional equation (1.5) where w and c are as in (1.8). We then
say that the periodic wave w in (1.8) is transversely spectrally stable with respect to twodimensional periodic perturbations (resp. non-periodic (localized or bounded perturbations))
if the gKP operator Ta pλ, `q acting in L2 pTq (resp. L2 pRq or Cb pRq) with domain H α`2 pTq
(resp. H α`2 pRq or Cbα`2 pRq), where α is in Hypothesis 1.1 H2, is invertible, for any λ P C,
<pλq ą 0 and any ` ‰ 0.
Depending on the space in which we are studying the invertibility of Ta pλ, `q, we split
our study into periodic (L2 pTq) and non-periodic perturbations (L2 pRq or Cb pRq). Also,
depending upon the values of ` we distinguish two different regimes: long-wavelength transverse perturbations, when |`| ! 1 and short or finite wavelength transverse perturbations,
otherwise.
3. Periodic Perturbations
In this section, we study transverse stability with respect to two-dimensional perturbations, which are co-periodic in the direction of the propagation of the wave. Therefore, we
check if the operator Ta pλ, `q acting in L2 pTq is invertible, for any λ P C, <pλq ą 0 and any
` ‰ 0. We reformulate the invertibility problem for this particular case.
Proposition 3.1. The following statements are equivalent:
(1) Ta pλ, `q acting in L2 pTq with domain H α`2 pTq is not invertible.
(2) The restriction of Ta pλ, `q to the subspace L20 pTq of L2 pTq is not invertible, where
*
"
ż 2π
2
2
L0 pTq “ f P L pTq :
f pzq dz “ 0 .
0

(3) λ belongs to the spectrum of the operator Aa p`q acting in L20 pTq with domain H α`1 pTqX
L20 pTq, where
Aa p`q “ Bz pc ´ Mk ` wq ` σ`2 Bz´1
We refer to [Har11, Lemma 4.1, Corollary 4.2] for a detailed proof in a similar situation.
Proposition 3.1 reduces the invertibility problem of Ta pλ, `q to the study of the spectrum
of Aa p`q acting on L20 pTq with domain H α`1 pTq X L20 pTq. The operator Aa p`q acting on
L20 pTq has a compact resolvent so that its spectrum consists of isolated eigenvalues with
finite multiplicity. In addition, the spectrum of Aa p`q is symmetric with respect to both the
real and imaginary axes.
A straightforward calculation reveals that
(3.1)

A0 p`qeinz “ iωn,` einz

for all n P Zzt0u

where
(3.2)

ωn,` “ npmpkq ´ mpknqq ´

σ`2
.
n
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Consequently, L20 pTq-spectrum of A0 p`q consists of purely imaginary eigenvalues of finite
multiplicity. Since
}Aa p`q ´ A0 p`q} “ Op|a|q
as a Ñ 0 uniformly in the operator norm. A standard perturbation argument then guarantees
the spectrum of Aa p`q and A0 p`q will stay close for |a| small. Recalling that the spectrum
of Aa p`q is symmetric with respect to the imaginary axis, it follows then that for |a| small
when eigenvalues of Aa p`q bifurcate from the imaginary axis they must bifurcate in pairs
resulting from collisions of eigenvalues of A0 p`q on the imaginary axis. For p ‰ q P Zzt0u,
the two eigenvalues iωp,` and iωq,` collide for some ` “ `c when
(3.3)

ωp,`c “ ωq,`c

The linear operator Aa p`q can be decomposed as
Aa p`q “ JLa p`q
where
J “ Bz

and La p`q “ c ´ Mk ` w ` σ`2 Bz´2

The operator J is skew-adjoint whereas the operator La p`q is self-adjoint. The Krein signature κn of an eigenvalue iωn,` of A0 p`q is defined as
ˆ
˙
σ`2
inz inz
(3.4)
κn “ sgnp L0 p`qe , e
q “ sgn mpkq ´ mpknq ´ 2 , n P Zzt0u
n
where sgn is the signum function which determines the sign of a real number. A pair of
eigenvalues leave imaginary axis after collision only if their Krein signatures κn are opposite.
We have the following lemma.
Lemma 3.2. For any |a| sufficiently small, there exists a `a ą 0 such that for all |`| ą `a ,
the spectrum of Aa p`q is purely imaginary if pσ, mq is p1, Òq or p´1, Óq, where these notations
are explained in Table 1.
Proof. For pσ, mq “ p1, Òq, κn is negative for all n P Zzt0u and for pσ, mq “ p´1, Óq, κn is
positive for all n P Zzt0u for all k ą 0. Therefore, Krein signatures of all eigenvalues remain
same in both cases implying that eigenvalues will not bifurcate from the imaginary axis even
if there is a collision away from the origin for |a| sufficiently small. The collision at the origin
may possibly lead to bifurcation away from the imaginary axis for sufficiently small ` (in
fact, this is actually the case, see Lemma 3.5). Therefore, there exists an `a depending on a
such that for all |`| ą `a , the spectrum of Aa p`q is purely imaginary.

It follows from Lemma 3.2 that the only collision that may lead to instability for pσ, mq “
p1, Òq or p´1, Óq is the collision at the origin between ω1,0 and ω´1,0 . Since this collision takes
place at ` “ 0, the perturbation analysis will take place in the regime |`| ! 1. In other
words, the underlying transverse perturbations are of long wavelength. The other regime is
of finite and short-wavelength perturbations. We split our further analysis into these two
regimes.
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3.1. Finite and short-wavelength transverse perturbations. We start the analysis of
the spectrum of Aa p`q with the values of ` away from the origin, |`| ě `0 , for some `0 ą 0,
i.e., finite and short wavelength transverse perturbations. Using Lemma 3.2, there are no
collisions of eigenvalues that may lead to instability for |`| ě `0 ą 0 if pσ, mq “ p1, Òq or
p´1, Óq. Therefore, we restrict our attention to other two cases, pσ, mq “ p1, Óq or p´1, Òq.
Let eigenvalues iωp,` and iωq,` , p ‰ q, collide at ` “ `c ą 0. From (3.4), Krein signatures
κp and κq are opposite at ` “ `c when pq ă 0, i.e. p and q should be of opposite parity. A
direct calculation shows that if pσ, mq “ p1, Óq or p´1, Òq then iωp,` and iω´q,` collide when
`2 “ `2p,q “

σpq
pppmpkq ´ mpkpqq ` qpmpkq ´ mpkqqqq ą 0.
p`q

for all p, q P N except pp, ´qq “ p1, ´1q.
Let ∆ denotes the distance between indices p and ´q of colliding eigenvalues. For ∆ “ 1
and 2 there are no pairs of eigenvalues which can lead to instability. For ∆ “ 3, there are two
such pairs of colliding eigenvalues, tω´1,` , ω2,` u and tω1,` , ω´2,` u which can lead to instability.
In what follows, we shall do instability analysis for ∆n “ 3 and check whether the pair of
potentially unstable eigenvalues indeed lead to instability or not. Let for some n P Z, we
have
(3.5)

0 ‰ ωn,`c “ ωn`3,`c “ ω psayq

for some `2 “ `2c ą 0. Therefore, iω is an eigenvalue of A0 p`c q of multiplicity two with an
orthonormal basis of eigenfunctions teinz , eipn`3qz u. For |` ´ `c | and |a| sufficiently small, let
λn,a,` and λn`3,a,` be eigenvalues of Aa p`q bifurcating from iω with an orthonormal basis of
eigenfunctions tφn,a,` pzq, φn`3,a,` pzqu. Note that λn,0,`c “ λn`3,0,`c “ iω with φn,0,`c pzq “ einz
and φn`3,0,`c pzq “ eipn`3qz . Let
(3.6)

λn,a,` “ iω ` iµn,a,`

and

λn`3,a,` “ iω ` iµn`3,a,`

We are interested in the location of µn,a,` and µn`3,a,` for |` ´ `c | and |a| sufficiently small.
We start with the following expansions of eigenfunctions [CDT21]
(3.7)
(3.8)

φa,n,` pzq “einz ` aφn,1 ` a2 φn,2 ` a3 φn,3 ` Opa4 q,
φa,n`3,` pzq “eipn`3qz ` aφn`3,1 ` a2 φn`3,2 ` a3 φn`3,3 ` Opa4 q.

We use orthonormality of φa,n,` pzq and φa,n`3,` pzq to find that
φn,1 “ φn,2 “ φn,3 “ φn`3,1 “ φn`3,2 “ φn`3,3 “ 0.
Using expansions of w and c in (1.8), we expand Aa p`q in a as
ˆ
˙
A2
2
(3.9) Aa p`q “ A0 p`q ` aBz pcos zq ` a Bz ´
` A2 cos 2z ` a3 Bz pA3 cos 3zq ` Opa4 q
2
Now, to trace the bifurcation of the eigenvalues from the point of the collision on the imaginary axis for |` ´ `c | and |a| sufficiently small, we compute the action of Aa p`q and identity
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operators on the extended eigenspace tφa,n,` pzq, φa,n`3,` pzqu and arrive at
¨
˛
iσε
3 A3
2 A2
ia
pn ` 3q
˚iω ´ ia 2 n ´ n
‹
2
Ba p`q “ ˝
‚` Opa4 q.
A
A
iσε
3
2
ia3 n
iω ´ ia2 pn ` 3q ´
2
2
n`3
2
2
where ε “ ` ´ `c and Ia , 2 ˆ 2 identity matrix, respectively. To locate µ, we compute
(3.10)

detpBa p`q ´ piω ` iµqIa q “ 0

and arrive at a quadratic in µ
˙
˙
ˆ ˆ
1
a2 A2
1
2
`
`
ppn ` 3q ` nq
µ ` µ σε
n n`3
2
a4 A22 npn ` 3q
σ 2 ε2
`
`
` Opa2 |ε| ` |a|5 q “ 0.
4
npn ` 3q
A direct computation shows that the discriminant of the above quadratic is
disca pεq “

9a4 A22
9σ 2 ε2
`
` Opa2 |ε| ` |a|5 q.
2
2
n pn ` 3q
4

Note that, for |ε| and |a| sufficiently small, the leading term in the discriminant is always
positive irrespective of the values of n, σ and m. Therefore, we do not observe any instability
for the ∆ “ 3 case by performing the perturbation calculation up to the fourth power of the
amplitude parameter a.
Remark 3.3. A similar instability analysis can be carried out for any ∆ ě 4. But to
explicitly obtain all coefficients, we will need higher powers of a in the expansion of the
operator Aa,ξ and we will need to calculate more terms in the expansion of solution w which
we do not pursue here. But for a fixed ∆ ě 4, the matrix Ba p`q would take the form
¨
˛
iσε
2
4
∆
ipn ` ∆qβa
˚iω ´ n ` inpα2 a ` α4 a ` . . . q
‹
Ba p`q “ ˝
‚
iσε
inβa∆
iω ´
` ipn ` ∆qpα2 a2 ` α4 a4 ` . . . q
n`∆
∆`1
` Opa
q
and Ia would be 2 ˆ 2 identity matrix. Then, the resulting discriminant would look like
disca pεq “

σ 2 ∆2 ε2
` ∆2 α22 a4 ` Opa2 |ε| ` |a|5 q
n2 pn ` ∆q2

which is positive for sufficiently small |ε| and |a| leading to stability in a sufficiently small
neighbourhood of ` “ `c and a “ 0.
3.2. Long wavelength transverse perturbations. In all four cases pσ, mq “ p1, Òq, p1, Óq,
p´1, Òq, and p´1, Óq, there is a collision at the origin of eigenvalues iω´1,` and iω1,` at ` “ 0.
Since m is monotonic for k ą 0, the remaining eigenvalues at ` “ 0 are all simple, purely
imaginary, and located outside the open ball Bp0; |mpkq´mp2kq|q. The perturbation analysis
to locate the bifurcation of these eigenvalues for small ` and a will correspond to long
wavelength transverse perturbations. The following lemma ensures that for sufficiently small
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` and a, bifurcating eigenvalues from the origin are separated from the rest of the spectrum
by a non-zero distance.
Lemma 3.4. The following properties hold, for any ` and a sufficiently small.
(1) The spectrum of Aa p`q decomposes as
spec0 pAa p`qq Y spec1 pAa p`qq,
with
spec0 pAa p`qq Ă Bp0; R{3q,

spec1 pAa p`qq Ă CzBp0; R{2q

where R “ |mpkq ´ mp2kq|.
(2) The spectral projection Πa p`q associated with spec0 pAa p`qq satisfies }Πa p`q ´ Π0 p0q}
= Op`2 ` |a|q.
(3) The spectral subspace Xa p`q “ Πa p`qpL20 p0, 2πqq is two dimensional.
The proof of these properties is similar to [Har11, Lemma 4.7]. In the following lemma,
we show that for sufficiently small ` and a, two eigenvalues in spec0 pAa p`qq leave imaginary
axis if pσ, mq “ p1, Òq or p´1, Óq but remain on imaginary axis if pσ, mq “ p1, Óq or p´1, Òq.
Lemma 3.5. Assume ` and a are sufficiently small. For pσ, mq “ p1, Òq or p´1, Óq, there
exists `2a “ σA2 a2 ` Opa4 q ą 0, such that
(1) for any `2 ě `2a , the spectrum of Aa p`q is purely imaginary.
(2) for any `2 ă `2a , the spectrum of Aa p`q is purely imaginary, except for a pair of simple
real eigenvalues with opposite signs.
For pσ, mq “ p1, Óq or p´1, Òq, the spectrum of Aa p`q is purely imaginary.
Proof. Consider the decomposition of the spectrum of Aa p`q in Lemma 3.4. The eigenvalues
in spec0 ppAa p`qq are the eigenvalues of the restriction of Aa p`q to the two-dimensional spectral
subspace Xa p`q. We determine the location of these eigenvalues by computing successively
a basis of Xa p`q, the 2 ˆ 2 matrix representing the action of Aa p`q on this basis, and the
eigenvalues of this matrix. Note that for a “ 0, X0 p`q is spanned by tcos z, sin zu. Moreover,
a direct calculation shows that zero is an L20 pTq-eigenvalue of Aa p0q of multiplicity two with
eigenfunctions pBb cqpBa wq ´ pBa cqpBb wqqpz; k, a, 0q and Bz wpz; k, a, 0q. We use expansions of
w and c in (1.8) to calculate expansion of a basis tφ1 , φ2 u for Xa p`q for small a and ` as
1
ppBb cqpBa wq ´ pBa cqpBb wqqpz; k, a, 0q
pmpkq ´ 1q
(3.11)
:“ cos z ` 2aA2 cos 2z ` 3a2 A3 cos 2z ` Opa3 q,
1
(3.12)
φ2 pzq :“ ´ Bz wpz; k, a, 0q “ sin z ` 2aA2 sin 2z ` 3a2 A3 sin 3z ` Opa3 q.
a
We use expansion of Aa p`q in (3.9) to find actions of Aa p`q and identity operator on tφ1 , φ2 u
as
ˆ
˙
0
σ`2 ´ A2 a2
Ba p`q “
` Op|a|p`2 ` a2 qq.
´σ`2
0
φ1 pzq :“
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and
ˆ
(3.13)

I“

˙
1 0
` Opa4 q
0 1

for |a| and |`| sufficiently small. To locate the two eigenvalues bifurcating from the origin,
we examine the characteristic equation detpBa p`q ´ λIq “ 0, which leads to
λ2 ` σ`2 pσ`2 ´ A2 a2 q ` Op|a|`2 p`2 ` a2 qq “ 0.
From which we conclude that
λ2 “ ´`2 p`2 ´ σa2 A2 q ` Op|a|`2 p`2 ` a2 qq.
For ` “ a “ 0, we get zero as a double eigenvalue, which agrees with our calculation.
For pσ, mq “ p1, Óq and p´1, Òq , we obtain two purely imaginary eigenvalues for all ` and a
sufficiently small. For pσ, mq “ p1, Òq and p´1, Óq, we obtain two purely imaginary eigenvalues
when `2 ě `2a , and real eigenvalues, with opposite signs when `2 ă `2a where
`2a “ σA2 a2 ` Opa4 q.
Now, we study spec1 pAa p`qq for ` and a sufficiently small. For n P Zzt´1, 0, 1u, as ` is
sufficiently small, κn in (3.4) depends upon behavior of mpkq, which is monotonic for all
k ą 0. Hence, kn is negative for all n and σ when m is monotonically increasing, and kn
is positive for all n and σ when m is monotonically decreasing. This implies that even if
eigenvalues in spec1 pA0 p`qq collide, they remain on the imaginary axis and for all ` and a
sufficiently small spec1 pAa p`qq is a subset of the imaginary axis. This proves the lemma. 
4. Non-Periodic Perturbations
In this section, we will study two-dimensional perturbations which are non-periodic (localized or bounded) in the direction of the propagation of the wave. For non-periodic perturbations, we study the invertibility of Ta pλ, `q in (2.2) acting in L2 pRq or Cb pRq (with domain
H α`2 pRq or Cbα`2 pRq), for λ P C, <pλq ą 0, and ` P R, ` ‰ 0. Since coefficients of Ta pλ, `q
2
are periodic functions, using Floquet` Theory,
‰ all solutions of (2.2) in L pRq or Cb pRq are of
1 1
iξz
the form V pzq “ e Ṽ pzq where ξ P ´ 2 , 2 is the Floquet exponent and Ṽ is a 2π-periodic
function, see [Har08] for a similar situation. This replaces the study of invertibility of the
operator Ta pλ, `q in L2 pRq or Cb pRq by the study of invertibility of a family of Bloch operators
in L2 pTq parameterized by the Floquet exponent ξ. We present the precise reformulation in
the following lemma.
Lemma 4.1. The linear operator Ta pλ, `q is invertible in L2 pRq if and only if the linear
operators
Ta,ξ pλ, `q “ λpBz ` iξq ´ pBz ` iξq2 pc ´ Mk ` wq ´ σ`2 ,
‰
`
acting in L2 pTq with domain H α`2 pTq are invertible for all ξ P ´ 21 , 12 .
We refer to [Har11, Lemma 5.1] for a detailed proof in the similar situation. The fact
that the operators Ta,ξ pλ, `q act in L2 pTq implies that these operators have only point spectrum. Note that ξ “ 0 corresponds to the periodic perturbations which we have already
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investigated, so now we would restrict ourselves to the case of ξ “ 0. The operator Bz ` iξ
is invertible in L2 pTq. Using this, we have the following result.
Lemma 4.2. The operator Ta,ξ pλ, `q is not invertible in L2 pTq for some λ P C and ξ ‰ 0 if
and only if λ P specpAa p`, ξqqq, L2 pTq-spectrum of the operator,
Aa p`, ξq :“ pBz ` iξqpc ´ Mk ` wq ` σ`2 pBz ` iξq´1 .
Note that the operator pBz ` iξq´1 becomes singular, as ξ Ñ 0, so replacing the study of
the invertibility of Ta,ξ pλ, `q by the study of the spectrum of Aa p`, ξq is not suitable for
` small
‰
ξ. To avoid this, we only study the spectrum of Aa p`, ξq for |ξ| ą  ą 0. Also, for ξ P ´ 21 , 12
and ξ “ 0, since the spectrum specpAa p`, ξqq is symmetric with respect to the
` imaginary
‰
axis, and specpAa p`, ξqq “ specp´Aa p`, ´ξqq , we can restrict our study to ξ P 0, 12 .
We will study the L2 pTq-spectra of linear operators Aa p`, ξq for |a| sufficiently small. It is
straightforward to establish the estimate
}Aa p`, ξq ´ A0 p`, ξq} “ Op|a|q
` ‰
as a Ñ 0 uniformly for ξ P 0, 12 in the operator norm. Therefore, In order to locate the
spectrum of Aa p`, ξq, we need to determine the spectrum of A0 p`, ξq. A simple calculation
yields that
A0 p`, ξqqeinz “ iωn,`,ξ einz ,

nPZ

where
ωn,`,ξ “ pn ` ξqpmpkq ´ mpkpn ` ξqqq ´

σ`2
.
n`ξ

As in the previous section, the linear operator Aa p`, ξq can be decomposed as
Aa p`q “ Jξ La p`, ξq
where
Jξ “ Bz ` iξ

and La p`, ξq “ c ´ Mk ` w ` σ`2 pBz ` iξq´2

The operator Jξ is skew-adjoint, whereas the operator La p`q is self-adjoint. As defined in
(3.4), the Krein signature, κn,ξ of an eigenvalue iωn,`,ξ in specpA0 p`, ξqqq is
ˆ
˙
σ`2
, n P Z.
(4.1)
κn,ξ “ sgn mpkq ´ mpkpn ` ξqq ´
pn ` ξq2
Therefore, a necessary condition for bifurcation of colliding eigenvalues, iωp,`,ξ and iωq,`,ξ ,
from the imaginary axis is pp ` ξ0 qpq ` ξ0 q ă 0, where ξ0 is the value of the floquet exponent
where eigenvalues iωp,`,ξ and iωq,`,ξ collide. As in the previous section, we split the analysis
in this section in finite and short wavelength, and long wavelength transverse perturbations.
4.1. Finite and short-wavelength transverse perturbations. We start the analysis of
the spectrum of Aa p`, ξq with the values of ` away from the origin, |`| ě `0 , for some `0 ą 0.
We further split the analysis into two cases depending on the value of σ and nature of m.
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4.1.1. pσ, mq “ p1, Òq or p´1, Óq . It is straightforward to verify that for pσ, mq “ p1, Òq and
p´1, Óq, κn,ξ is negative
` for‰ all n P Zzt´1, 0u and positive for all n P Zzt´1, 0u, respectively,
for all k ą 0 and ξ P 0, 21 . However, Krein signatures of iω´1,`,ξ and iω0,`,ξ can be positive
as well as negative depending upon the values of k, ` and ξ. Therefore, collision of iω´1,`,ξ
and iω0,`,ξ with each other or with any other eigenvalue may lead to instability. Another
straightforward calculation reveals that eigenvalues iω´1,`,ξ and iω0,`,ξ collide when
`2 “ `2c “ σξp1 ´ ξqrp1 ´ ξqpmpkq ´ mpkp1 ´ ξqqq ` ξpmpkq ´ mpkξqqs ą 0
` ‰
for all ξ P 0, 21 while there are no collisions between pairs tiω0,`,ξ , iω´n,`,ξ u, n P Nzt1u and
tiω´1,`,ξ , iωm,`,ξ u, m P N. Therefore, we are left with only one pair which may bifurcate into
potentially unstable eigenvalues which is tω´1,`,ξ , ω0,`,ξ u. We further perform perturbation
calculations to obtain the following result.
` ‰
Lemma 4.3. Assume that ξ P 0, 21 and consider `2c given in (4.2). For pσ, mq “ p1, Òq or
p´1, Óq and |a| sufficiently small, there exists εa pξq “ ξ 3{2 p1 ´ ξq3{2 |a| ` Opa2 q ą 0 such that
(1) for |`2 ´ `2c | ě εa pξq, the spectrum of Aa p`, ξq is purely imaginary.
(2) for |`2 ´ `2c | ă εa pξq, the spectrum of Aa p`, ξq is purely imaginary, except for a pair
of complex eigenvalues with opposite nonzero real parts.
(4.2)

Proof. There exists a curve ` “ `c given in (4.2) along which
ωp`c , ξq :“ ω´1,`c ,ξ “ ω0,`c ,ξ .
Furthermore,
(4.3)

φ0,´1 pzq “ e´iz

and

φ0,0 pzq “ 1

forms the corresponding eigenspace for A0 p`c , ξq associated with the two eigenvalues. Let
(4.4)

iωp`c , ξq ` iµa,`,´1

and

iωp`c , ξq ` iµa,`,0

be the eigenvalues of Aa p`c , ξq bifurcating from iω´1,`c ,ξ and iω0,`c ,ξ respectively for |a| and
|` ´ `c | small. Let tφa,`,´1 pzq, φa,`,0 pzqu be the extended eigenspace associated with two
bifurcating eigenvalues. Following [CDT21], we can take,
(4.5)
(4.6)

φa,´1,` pzq “e´iz ` aφ´1 ` Opa2 q,
φa,0,` pzq “1 ` aφ0 ` Opa2 q

Using constraint of orthonormality on the eigenfunctions φa,`,´1 and φa,`,0 , we obtain
φ´1 “ φ0 “ 0.
To locate eigenvalues, we calculate matrix representations of Aa p`c , ξq and identity operators
on tφa,´1,` pzq, φa,0,` pzqu for |a| and |` ´ `c | small and find that
˜
¸
σε
i
iωp`c , ξq ´ i ξ´1
aξ
2
Ba p`, ξq “
` Op|a|p|ε| ` |a|qq,
i
pξ
´
1qa
iωp`
,
ξq ´ i σε
c
2
ξ
where ε “ `2 ´ `2c and Ia is the 2 ˆ 2 identity matrix. Solving the characteristic equation
detpBa p`, ξq ´ λIa q “ 0 for λ of the form
λ “ iωp`c , ξq ` iµ,
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(b) KP-Whitham-II

Figure 1. Collision of eigenvalues at ` “ `c for k “ 1 and ξ “ 0.25.
leads to the polynomial equation
ˆ
˙
1
1
1
ε2
2
2
µ ` µσε
` ` Opa q ´ ξpξ ´ 1qa2 `
` Opa2 p|ε| ` a2 qq “ 0.
ξ´1 ξ
4
ξpξ ´ 1q
A direct computation shows that the discriminant of this polynomial is
disca pε, ξq “

ε2
` ξpξ ´ 1qa2 ` Opa2 p|ε| ` a2 qq.
ξ 2 pξ ´ 1q2

For any a sufficiently small there exists
εa pξq “ ξ 3{2 p1 ´ ξq3{2 |a| ` Opa2 q ą 0
such that the two eigenvalues of Aa p`, ξq are purely imaginary when |`2 ´ `2c | ě εa pξq and
complex with opposite nonzero real parts when |`2 ´`2c | ă εa pξq, which proves the lemma. 
Figure 1 depicts a collision of pair of eigenvalues in KP-ILW-I and KP-Whitham-II equations which lead to instability according to Lemma 4.3.
4.1.2. pσ, mq “ p1, Óq or p´1, Òq . In contrast to the Section 4.1.1, for pσ, mq “ p1, Óq or
p´1, Òq, there are infinitely many pairs of eigenvalues which collide with each other. A pair
tωp,`,ξ , ω´q,`,ξ u collide with each other at
`2 “ `2p,q “

σpp ` ξqpq ´ ξq
ppp ` ξqpmpkq ´ mpkpp ` ξqqq ` pq ´ ξqpmpkq ´ mpkpq ´ ξqqqq
p`q

for all ξ P p0, 1{2s, and for all p P N Y t0u, q P N except pp, qq “ p0, 1q. A Krein signature
analysis tells that for each pair of colliding eigenvalues; there are intervals of ` where they
have opposite Krein signatures. Therefore, all such collisions may lead to instability. An
additional analysis is required in order to detect the bifurcating eigenvalues which indeed
leave the imaginary axis and become unstable. In what follows, we examine two pairs
tω´1,`,ξ , ω1,`,ξ u and tω0,`,ξ , ω´2,`,ξ u whose indices differ by two. Let iωn,`,ξ and iωn`2,`,ξ be
such two eigenvalues for some n P Z. Assume that these eigenvalues collide at ` “ `c , that is
(4.7)

0 ‰ ωn,`c “ ωn`2,`c “ ω psayq.
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Furthermore,
φ0,n pzq “ einz

(4.8)

and

φ0,n`2 pzq “ eipn`2qz

form a basis for the corresponding eigenspace for A0 p`c , ξq generated by the two eigenvalues.
Let
(4.9)

iω ` iµa,n

and

iω ` iµa,n`2

be the eigenvalues of Aa p`c , ξq bifurcating from iωn,`c ,ξ and iωn`2,`c ,ξ respectively, for |a|
small. Let tφa,n pzq, φa,n`2 pzqu be a orthonormal basis for the corresponding eigenspace. We
assume the following expansions
φa,n,` pzq “einz ` aφn,1 ` a2 φn,2 ` Opa3 q,

(4.10)

φa,n`2,` pzq “eipn`2qz ` aφn`2,1 ` a2 φn`2,2 ` Opa3 q.

(4.11)

We use orthonormality of φa,n,` and φa,n`2,` to find that
φn,1 “ φn,2 “ φn`2,1 “ φn`2,2 “ 0.
Next, we compute the action of Aa p`, ξq and identity operators on the extended eigenspace
tφa,n,` pzq, φa,n`2,` pzqu for |` ´ `c | and |a| small. We arrive at
¨
˛
iσε
2 A2
2 A2
iω ´ ia
pn ` ξq ´
ia
pn ` 2 ` ξq
˚
‹
2
n`ξ
2
Ba p`q “ ˝
‚`Opa2 p|ε|`|a|qq.
A
A
iσε
2 2
2 2
pn ` ξq
iω ´ ia
pn ` 2 ` ξq ´
ia
2
2
n`2`ξ
where |ε| “ |`2 ´ `2c | and Ia , the 2 ˆ 2 identity matrix, respectively. Solving the characteristic
equation |Ba p`q ´ piω ` iµqIa | “ 0 leads to
ˆ ˆ
˙
˙
1
a2 A 2
1
2
|Ba p`q ´ piω ` iµqIa | “ µ ` µ σε
`
`
ppn ` 2 ` ξq ` pn ` ξqq
n`ξ n`2`ξ
2
σ 2 ε2
`
` Opa2 p|ε| ` |a3 |qq “ 0.
pn ` ξqpn ` 2 ` ξq
A direct computation shows that the discriminant of this quadratic in µ is
disca pεq “

4σ 2 ε2
` a4 A22 pn ` 1 ` ξq2 ` Opa2 p|ε| ` |a3 |qq
pn ` ξq2 pn ` 2 ` ξq2

which implies that for |ε| and |a| sufficiently small, the leading term in the discriminant is
always positive irrespective of the values of n, ξ, σ and m. Therefore, we do not observe any
instability for the ∆ “ 2 case by performing the perturbation calculation up to the fourth
power of the amplitude parameter a.
Remark 4.4. A remark along the lines of Remark 3.3 should hold true here for ∆ ě 3. We
do not present explicit calculations as it require higher power of a in solution w.
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4.2. Long wavelength transverse Perturbations. We now consider the spectrum of
Aa p`, ξq for |`| small. Recall that ξ is away from the origin, and we have taken |ξ| ą  for
some small but fixed  ą 0. Because of this, the collision at the origin and collisions away
from the origin are well separated for A0 p`, ξq. This separation persists for small |a| using
perturbation arguments. More precisely, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 4.5. For any ` and a sufficiently small, the spectrum of Aa p`, ξq decomposes as
specpAa p`, ξqq “ spec0 pAa p`, ξqq Y spec1 pAa p`, ξqq,
with
distpspec0 pAa p`, ξqq, spec1 pAa p`, ξqqq ě |pmpkq ´ mpkp1 ` qq| ą 0.
Let `˚ ą 0 be the smallest positive value of ` for which a collision of eigenvalues of A0 p`, ξq
takes place. Note that such an `˚ exists because the collision at the origin takes place only
for ` “ 0, and other collisions are well separated from this. Now, for any ` with |`| ă `˚ ,
there are no collisions between the eigenvalues of A0 p`, ξq since |ξ| ą  ą 0. This persists for
small values of a using perturbation arguments, and we have the following lemma.
` ‰
Lemma 4.6. Assume that ξ P 0, 12 . There exists `˚ ą 0 and a˚ ą 0 such that the spectrum
of Aa p`, ξq is purely imaginary, for any ` and a satisfying |`| ă `˚ and |a| ă a˚ .
5. Proof of main results and applications
We shall prove theorem 1.2 and 1.3 by using all the results obtained in Sections 3 and 4.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. We have assumed that 2π{k-periodic traveling wave solution upx, y, tq “
wpkpx ´ ctqq of (1.1) is a stable solution of the one-dimensional equation (1.5) where w and
c are as in (1.8). Lemma 3.2 says that the spectrum of Aa p`q is purely imaginary if pσ, mq
is p1, Òq or p´1, Óq for all |`| ą `a ą 0, which implies that the small amplitude periodic
traveling waves (1.8) of (1.1) are transversely stable with respect to two-dimensional perturbations which are periodic in the direction of propagation of the wave and of finite or
short wavelength in the transverse direction if σ and m in (1.1) satisfy pσ, mq “ p1, Òq or
p´1, Óq. Lemma 3.5 says that the spectrum of Aa p`q is purely imaginary if pσ, mq is p1, Óq
or p´1, Òq for all |`| ă |`˚a |, which implies that the small amplitude periodic traveling waves
(1.8) of (1.1) are transversely stable with respect to two-dimensional perturbations which are
periodic in the direction of propagation of the wave and of long wavelength in the transverse
direction if σ and m in (1.1) satisfy pσ, mq “ p1, Óq or p´1, Òq.

Proof of Theorem 1.3. Lemma 3.5 says that there exist `a such that the spectrum of Aa p`q is
purely imaginary, except for a pair of simple real eigenvalues with opposite signs if pσ, mq is
p1, Òq or p´1, Óq for all |`2 | ă |`2a |, which implies that the small amplitude periodic traveling
waves (1.8) of (1.1) are transversely unstable with respect to two-dimensional perturbations
which are periodic in the direction of propagation and of long wavelength in the transverse
direction if pσ, mq “ p1, Òq or p´1, Óq. Moreover, Lemma 4.3 provide an interval of finite
wavenumbers in the transverse direction for which the spectrum of Aa p`, ξq have a pair
of complex eigenvalues with opposite nonzero real parts when pσ, mq “ p1, Òq or p´1, Óq.
These findings imply that the small amplitude periodic traveling waves (1.8) of (1.1) are
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transversely unstable with respect to two-dimensional perturbations which are non-periodic
in the direction of propagation and of finite wavelength in the transverse direction if pσ, mq “
p1, Òq or p´1, Óq.

We discuss implications of Theorem 1.2 and Theorem 1.3 on KP-fKdV, KP-BO, KP-ILW,
and KP-Whitham equations.
5.1. KP-fKdV and KP-BO Equations. The KP-fKdV equation is obtained from (1.1)
by taking
mpkq “ 1 ` |k|β ,
β ą 1{2
The symbol mpkq clearly satisfies Hypotheses 1.1 H1, H2 (α “ β, C1 “ 1, and C2 “ 2),
and H3 (m is strictly increasing for k ą 0). The two-parameter family of periodic solutions
can be obtained from (1.8) and (1.9) by replacing mpkq with 1 ` |k|β . We have obtained
transverse stability and instability of these solutions in Corollary 1.4 using Theorems 1.2 and
1.3. Note that KP-BO equation corresponds to KP-fKdV equation with β “ 1. Therefore,
Corollary 1.4 hold true for the KP-BO equation as well.
For β “ 2, KP-fKdV equation reduces to the KP equation (1.3). As results in [HK08,
BD09] show that all periodic traveling waves of the KdV equation are spectrally stable
in L2 pTq, from Corollary 1.4, small-amplitude periodic traveling waves (1.8) of KP-I (and
KP-II resp.) are transversely stable with respect to two-dimensional perturbations which
are periodic in the direction of propagation of the wave and of finite or short-wavelength
(and long-wavelength resp.) in the transverse direction. These stability results agree with
results in [HLP17, Har11, Spe88, JZ10]. The transverse instability results obtained for KP-I
in Corollary 1.4 agrees with [Har11].
5.2. KP-ILW Equation. The KP-ILW equation is obtained from (1.1) by taking,
mpkq “ k coth k
The symbol mpkq satisfies Hypotheses 1.1 H1, H2 (α “ 2, C1 “ 1, and C2 “ 2), and H3
(m is strictly increasing for k ą 0). The two-parameter family of periodic solutions can
be obtained from (1.8) and (1.9) by replacing mpkq with k coth k. We have discussed the
transverse stability and instability of these solutions in Corollary 1.5 by using Theorem 1.2
and 1.3.
5.3. KP-Whitham Equation. The KP-Whitham equation is obtained from (1.1) by taking,
c
tanh k
mpkq “
k
The symbol mpkq satisfies Hypotheses 1.1 H1, H2 with α “ ´ 12 , C1 “ 1, and C2 “ 2, and
H3 as m is strictly decreasing for k ą 0. The two-parameter
b family of periodic solutions

k
can be obtained from (1.8) and (1.9) by replacing mpkq with tanh
. We have discussed the
k
transverse stability and instability of these solutions in Corollary 1.6 by using Theorem 1.2
and 1.3.
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